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Beautillion Militaire 2017
induction ceremony
BY RAVEN JOY SHONEL
Staff Writer

ST. PETERSBURG – Members of the St. Petersburg Alumnae Chapter of Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority, Inc. welcomed the community to the 2017 Beautillion
Militaire induction ceremony
held at the Allstate Campus of St.
Petersburg College.
Twenty-five young men were
inducted into the beta class last
Thursday, Oct. 5. The goal of the
Beautillion Militaire is to recognize and encourage young men,
called “beaux,” to obtain higher
levels of personal achievement,
self-confidence, pride and cultural
awareness.
The Beautillion Militaire is designed to celebrate and honor
young African-American men. It
focuses on the importance on exposing young males to character
development and the enhance-
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more robust,” said Muhammad.
The early morning summit
was held to review the points of
progress and get feedback to
make sure they were on the right
track. The room was broken up

As we approach the Nov. 7
Mayoral General Election in St.
Petersburg, I am reminded of two
of America’s greatest orators,
President Abraham Lincoln and
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., and
their commitments to freedom
and the promises of America. In
their iconic speeches during
America’s struggle to reconcile its
promises with the reality of everyday life, both Lincoln and King
struck cords that are relevant to
our current debate.
On Nov. 19, 1863, during his
Gettysburg Address, Lincoln
spoke about government “of the
people, by the people and for the
people.” These words reflect the
very essence of American
Democracy. One hundred years
later in 1963, Dr. King reminded
America that she continues to fail
to live up to the promises of the
Declaration of Independence, the
U. S. Constitution and the principles for which Union Soldiers
fought and died.
As African Americans continued the struggle for “life, liberty
and the pursuit of happiness,” Dr.
King reaffirmed America’s inconsistencies noting America has
given African Americans a “bad
check,” one returned and marked
“insufficient funds.”
The people, African Americans in St. Petersburg, find themselves once again confronting
America’s promises at the local
level in the form of incumbent
elected officials, campaign promises and the ubiquitous deaf ear.
Parents struggle to educate their
children in communities plagued
by failing schools and the Kriseman administration has an anemic response.
Midtown residents lose their
requested grocery store and access to economically healthy
foods and the Kriseman administration says a grocery store
should never have been placed in
the community. Oddly enough,
but not surprising, the administration’s responses are inconsistent
with campaign rhetoric regarding
Kriseman’s affinity for Midtown
and its residents.
The ubiquitous deaf ear is

See DEAL, page 11

See PROMISES, page 2

brought greetings from the City
of St. Petersburg and took this
time to encourage the beaux
while giving them advice that will
help the young men be successful
throughout adulthood.
“Watch the things you think
because they become the things
that you say. Watch the things
that you say because they become the things that you do.
Watch the things that you do because that becomes your habits
and your habits you need to be
watched all the time because they
manifest your character. Watch
your charter because it indeed
dictates your destiny,” counseled
Irby.
As a special treat, the beaux
had the chance to meet WWE superstar Thaddeus Bullard, known
as Titus O’Neil in the ring. He
took time out of his unbelievably
See CEREMONY, page 14

The New Deal for St. Pete summit
BY RAVEN JOY SHONEL
Staff Writer

PAGES

ment of lifelong knowledge, skills
and abilities. The curriculum is
designed to awaken their sense of
civic responsibility, scholarship
and appreciation for their heritage.
The program will provide
young males with tools to transition successfully from high
school to post-secondary education and into young adulthood.
This awesome experience for
high school juniors and seniors
promotes education, personal development and leadership.
During the beaux season, the
young men will attend workshops, participate in rites of passage ceremonies, team-building,
social outings, perform community service and will be taught dining and social etiquette.
Rev. Ken Irby, community intervention director for the St. Petersburg Police Department,

ST. PETERSBURG – Last
month, a summit to glean ideas
from the community for The New
Deal for St. Pete initiative was
well attended with elected officials, clergy and community
members from all walks of life
coming together for a meeting of
the minds.
Held at Pinellas Technical
College (PTC), Bro. John
Muhammad gave some background on where the New Deal
came from to get the room up to
speed. It was birthed from approximately 1,400 surveys from
the People’s Budget Review,
which is a coalition of community
activist, local business owners,
neighborhood advocates, union
members and everyday people

working to ensure that all residents have a voice in the decisions that affect the well-being of
the community.
These volunteers canvased
south side neighborhoods and
local events conducting surveys
and spoke with hundreds of people about what they feel they
need instead of relying on a few
elected officials to decide for
them.
The four main points of
progress that came from the surveys were affordable housing,
more educational opportunities,
creating a living wage for the entire city and investing in community wealth.
“We need a transformative approach because the small incremental approach is great, but
what we need is something more
transformative and something

Contributor

Bro. John Muhammad
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COMMUNITY NEWS
Visionary
Brief
by Keisha Bell, Esq.

She is that good

Althea Gibson
Comedian Steve Martin once said,
“Be so good that they can’t ignore you.”
Have you ever thought about what that
means?
Meet Althea Gibson. Gibson was
born on August 25, 1927, and died on
September 28, 2003. At a time when
racism and prejudice were unapologetic
in sports, Gibson’s ability to play elite
tennis could not be denied. She became
the first black athlete to cross the color
line of international tennis.
Gibson’s rise to fame started out
very troublesome. In short, she was a
child without direction and oftentimes
acted out. School held no interest to her.
At one point, the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children’s staff informed her that she would be placed
into reform school if her delinquency
continued.
Fortunately, she found something
that captured her attention. The Police
Athletic League sponsored recreational
programs. Gibson quickly became proficient in paddle tennis and became the
New York City Women’s Paddle Tennis
Champion at the age of 12.
Musician Buddy Walker noticed her
skills and took her to the upscale
Harlem Cosmopolitan Club to play tennis. There some club members were impressed and bought her a junior
membership, tennis clothes, tennis lessons with tennis professional Frederick
Jonson and taught her tennis etiquette.
Yes, she was that good.
In 1946, while playing at a competition, Gibson caught the attention of two
doctors who were active in the American Tennis Association. They offered to
provide her with a room, board and an
education at no charge. Initially, she hesitated and nearly turned down their invitation because she did not like school.
Sugar Ray Robinson and his wife,
however, encouraged her to take the opportunity and use it to better her life.
Fortunately, she listened and in 1949
she graduated among the top ten in her
class at Williston Industrial High School
in Wilmington, North Carolina. In addition, she received a full athletic scholarship to Florida A & M University.
In 1950, Gibson became the first
African-American player, male or fe-

male, to compete in a Grand Slam event.
In this case, she received an invitation
to the United States Championships Nationals (known more commonly today
as the U.S. Open), but not before receiving a little help from former world No. 1
American tennis player Alice Marble.
Although the United States Tennis
Association rules officially prohibited
racial or ethnic discrimination, players
qualified for the Nationals by accumulating points at sanctioned tournaments.
Note, most of the tournaments were
held at white-only clubs.
On July 1, 1950, Marble published a
scorching open letter in the magazine
American Lawn Tennis in which she
stated, “If tennis is a game for ladies and
gentlemen, it’s also time we acted a little
more like gentlepeople and less like
sanctimonious hypocrites. If Althea Gibson represents a challenge to the present crop of women players, it’s only fair
that they should meet that challenge on
the courts.”
In 1957, Gibson became the first
African-American to win Wimbledon
and the U.S. Nationals and the first to be
named the AP Female Athlete of the
Year. In 1958, Gibson successfully defended her Wimbledon and U.S. National singles titles. Also, she won her
third straight Wimbledon doubles
championship with a third different
partner.
In 1957 and 1958, Gibson was the
number-one-ranked woman in the world
and was named Female Athlete of the
Year by the Associated Press. She also
became the first black woman to appear
on the covers of Sports Illustrated and
Time magazines.
As you can imagine, Gibson had
many more accomplishments both on
and off the tennis courts. She inspired a
nation in a time of turbulent racism.
Just think, this history could have
easily been avoided had Gibson not
taken advantage of the life-changing opportunities that crossed her life’s path
— because she was so good that she
couldn’t be ignored. Things may not be
easy, but they are possible. Get it done.
Be that good!
Keisha Bell is an attorney, author, and
public servant. www.emergingfree.com

Unfulfilled promises
PROMISES, from front page

best personified by the recent
discourse regarding one of
Midtown’s historic treasures,
the Manhattan Casino. The
people have spoken. Stop the
gentrification and preserve
the culture and historical assets in Midtown. Yet, despite
these voices and others,
which include Kriseman supporters, he remains committed to giving a historical asset
to Cuban businessmen.
When the community
voiced displeasure, a prominent African-American athlete, not of the community,
was added to the acquisition
group. The addition of the
athlete intensified objections
and more recently a member
from south St. Petersburg
was added to the team. Sadly,
the administration is either
incapable of understanding
the insult or just doesn’t care.
At any rate, it is not a good
day for government of, by
and for the people.
Previous gentrification
initiatives on or near the 22nd
Street Corridor are the
BMW motorcycle shop and
the recent award of the
Atherton Oil site to individuals active with the Kriseman
campaign. African Ameri-

cans have yet to receive principal ownership and control
of major development initiatives during Kriseman’s
tenure as mayor despite assertions and implications to
the contrary. To use Dr.
King’s metaphor, African
Americans in Midtown and
surrounding St. Petersburg
communities continue to receive bad checks from
Mayor Kriseman.
Regrettably, some in the
African-American community have chosen to ignore
the realities of Kriseman’s
policies and practices related to black and underserved communities. I am
reminded of the principles
“each one teach one” and
“reach back and pull one
forward.” Hopefully, our
representatives on council
will represent the people of
Midtown and vote to preserve the legacy and culture
of the Manhattan Casino.
Someone needs to listen
and represent the people.
African-American proposals to manage the Manhattan
Casino
were
reportedly discarded for
economic reasons. Black
folks are no strangers to

the role economics play in
government implementation of development initiatives. Baseball and the
construction of an interstate to facilitate baseball
are prime examples.
More recently, we are
witnessing the allocation of
$76 million for the construction of a Pier and $85 million
for a police station. However,
there does not seem to be an
appetite for building African
American capacity to own
and operate the Manhattan
Casino. Some will say the
city tried and Larry failed.
But, failure has never deterred city investment in
other projects north of Central Avenue.
The current city government officials elected by the
people and for the people of
Midtown courted the black
vote and promised great
things during the campaigns. But once the votes
were counted and the campaigns ended, they proceeded to ignore, neglect
and forget the community–
the bad checks bounced
and business as usual became the order of the day.
Goliath J. Davis, III, Ph.D

Don’t fall for all the distractions
Dear Editor:
On Sunday in Indianapolis, Ind., Vice President Pence left an NFL
game in what looked like a
staged protest against
other players. He was supposed to be there for a ceremony to honor future
Hall of Famer Peyton Manning, but he left abruptly
after players from the San
Francisco 49ers knelled for
the National Anthem.
Pence stated that although he respected the
right to free speech, he
“will not dignify any event
that disrespects our soldiers, our Flag, or our National Anthem.”
President
Donald
Trump and his base,
which include many
racists, have successfully
highjacked the anthem
protest to distract from police brutally and the Russian collusion probes. With
hurricanes in Puerto Rico
and the mass murders in
Las Vegas, you would
think that the White
House would have more to
worry about than telling
billionaires what to do with
their million-dollar employees.
With the exception of
divisive executive orders
against nonwhites and
Muslims, Trump and the
Republicans have very little legislative victories to
hang their hats on.
One of the very few
laws Trump and the Republicans have passed was
a gun law to make it easier
for mentally disturbed people to own guns. Even last
week, as the country went
through yet another horrible mass killing in Las
Vegas, Congress was
thinking about passing a
bill making gun silencers
easier to have.
Can you imagine how
many more people would
have been shot in Las
Vegas if the victims there
could not hear the machine gun fire? Yet not one
week after the shootings,
Trump and Pence look to
get headlines on staging
this protest over kneeling
football players at an NFL
game.
Pence cared more
about football players
kneeling than staying for

the game to honor Peyton
Manning, a player who
brought Indiana much
fame when Pence was
governor.
When he was the governor, he refused to pardon a black man who had
been in jail for years unjustly. Is it not ironic,
Pence, a Christian who
freely professes his faith,
seem to be so unforgiving
and tone deaf to black
players kneeling to bring
attention to injustice? As a
candidate, he had much
forgiveness for Donald
Trump who bragged
about assaulting a married
woman.
You see, Trump and
Pence are hiding behind
the flag and the soldiers to
take away from their poor
record in Washington. The
act of kneeling is not usually associated with disrespect! That is bull and
most of you know it!
You kneel to pray, you
kneel to ask a person to
marry you, and have you
seen anyone kneeling even
smiling in these protest?
Some are even praying.
Soldiers even kneel to
honor fallen comrades!
Young black millionaires
kneel to give voice to their
poor brothers and sisters
and all of a sudden the act
of kneeling is like cursing
out grandma?
It’s bad enough for
Trump and Pence to try
this, it’s even worse when
we buy this twisted narrative as if it were gospel. Did
Trump show his love for
the military when he
chose not to serve his
country in Vietnam? There
are soldiers such as former
Minnesota Governor Jesse
Ventura who strongly believe Colin Kaepernick
should have the right to
kneel. Do the soldiers
against kneeling cancel out
the ones who think kneeling is proper? Is their sacrifice worth less to you?
I believe there were patriots on both sides. Being
against the Vietnam War
was not being against the
soldiers who fought that
war. The same false narrative is at play today.
NFL players are protesting
the killing of unarmed
black people and the lack

of accountability of a system that is supposed to be
protecting everyone.
That is what I was told
the flag was supposed to
stand far: Liberty and justice for all.
What is more important, compelling people to
standing for symbols or
asking your fellow citizens
to honor the principals for
which the flag is supposed
to stand?
Trump is a man who
cannot say anything bad
about Russian President
Putin, the Klan and Nazis,
yet he can call young black
NFL players “sons of
bitches.” You didn’t hear
the mayor of London, who
happens to be a popular
Muslim, criticizing the Las
Vegas police like Trump
interjected his opinion in
an ongoing terrorist investigation.
Notice the pattern? If
you
are
not
in
Trump’s base, he is very
slow to care, if he cares at
all.
Remember Pence did
that stunt in Indianapolis
on the taxpayers’ dollars. Makes about as much
sense as NASCAR saying
they will fire people who
won’t stand for the American flag while they honor
the Confederate flag. Don’t
they understand southern
soldier died trying to get
rid of that same American
flag?
You see it’s only disrespectful when it is black
people going against what
some whites deem sacred.
It is not about disrespect,
this is a distraction from a
man who is the master of
distraction and division
and who just happens to be
electorally elected. When it
comes to the popular vote,
he is fake news.
Rivers-Cleveland
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COMMUNITY NEWS
Breaking
the Cycle
REV. DR. ROBERT L.
HARRISON, PH.D.

Men of S.T.E.E.L. Ministries
www.menofsteelministries.com

Do we become sinners when we sin
or are we born sinful?
Praise the Lord Saints.
The main scripture to understand on
this topic is Romans 5:12: “Therefore, just
as through one man sin entered the
world, and death through sin, and thus
death spread to all men, because all
sinned”
Acts 17:26 says: And He has made
from one blood every nation of men to
dwell on all the face of the earth” because
we all come from the same original man
we inherited his flawed makeup of nature.
Sin entered the world through the first
man and spread to all his offspring- this
happened by Adam sinning. Death is a result of sin, it was the result of sin. It occurred two ways. First God told Adam the
day you eat of it you will die, Adam was
separated from the Lord he died spiritually and was severed in his relationship.
Second- He died physically, which was a
result of his nature change. Aging and
death began on that day. Both were a result from his disobedience in eating the
fruit of the tree. 1 Cor.15:56: “the sting of
death is sin,..”
Romans 5:18-19 says: “Through one
man’s trespass, judgment came to all
men, for by one man’s disobedience all
were made sinners.” We are all born with
a built-in death warrant, which is our sin
nature, because we have inherited this sin
nature from Adam we are already born
spiritually dead (separated from God) and
die physically. 1 Cor. 15:22: “For as in
Adam all die, even so in Christ all shall be
made alive.” Death came by Adam and
the resurrection can only come to
mankind by believing in Jesus Christ.
Later, God brought the law for us to
see our sin measured by his standard. Gal
3:19 says: “Why the Law then? It was
added because of transgressions…, until
the seed should come to whom the promise had been made.” Rom. 5:20-21 “Moreover the law entered that the offense
might abound. But where sin abounded,
grace abounded much more, so that as
sin reigned in death, even so grace might
reign through righteousness to eternal
life through Jesus Christ our Lord.”
Because of our fallen humanity we
cannot act apart from our nature. We can
see the sin nature at work even in a child
who is not trained in behavior as a child
disobeys and is selfish naturally; they do
not need to learn this. The Bible says we
act on our nature.
The Psalmist says Ps.58:3 “the wicked
go astray from the womb, they err from
their birth speaking lies. Job 15:14”What
is man, that he could be pure? And he
who is born of a woman, that he could be
righteous? Job 25:4How then can man be

righteous before God? Or how can he be
pure who is born of a woman?
We don’t just make up our mind to sin
or make a mistake and go from being perfect to being sinful. Eph. 2:3 “and were by
nature the children of wrath”
James 1:14-15: “But each one is
tempted when he is drawn away by his
own desires and enticed. Then, when desire has conceived, it gives birth to sin;
and sin, when it is full-grown, brings forth
death.”
Sin comes from within man; it can be
a reaction from what is outside a person
or just what a person is thinking. John
tells us we have an enemy on three fronts
the world (which is fallen and under sin
and the devils control) the flesh (which
carries the sin nature) the devil (a personal angel that is sinful and influences
mankind to love sin).
Sin has its roots in the heart that influences the intellect and will and ultimately
finds its expression through the body
when we follow through with the desire
(Prov.4:3; Mt.15:19-20; Lk.6:45; Heb.3:12;
Jm1:14-15.) The sin nature is the basis for
sinful habits; it is not a single act but a
process that begins in our heart. You can
say the real source of man’s problem is
heart disease, our fallen human nature.
Jer. 17:9: “the heart is deceitfully
wicked, (incurably sick). Jesus taught that
sin begins within us. Matt 15:18-19 Jesus
said, “But those things which proceed out
of the mouth come from the heart, and
they defile a man. “For out of the heart
proceed evil thoughts, murders, adulteries, fornications, thefts, false witness, blasphemies.”
The sin nature affects the immaterial
part of man, which consequently affects
our outward actions. We sin because we
have the nature of sin already in us. Mark
is even more specific. (7:20-23) And He
said, “What comes out of a man, that defiles a man. For from within, out of the
heart of men, proceed evil thoughts, adulteries, fornications, murders, “thefts, covetousness, wickedness, deceit, lewdness,
an evil eye, blasphemy, pride, foolishness.
“All these evil things come from within
and defile a man.”
The heart was representative of the
innermost being of man. Jesus was affirming what Jeremiah wrote in 17:9-10:
“The heart is deceitful above all things,
and desperately wicked; who can know it?
I, the LORD, search the heart, I test the
mind, even to give every man according
to his ways, according to the fruit of his
doings.”
Till next week,
God Bless.
Rev. Dr. Robert L. Harrison, PhD

Why I will not vote for
Mayor Rick Kriseman
Dear Editor:
When we elect our
local officials, we trust
them to lead us and to protect our interests in times
of need. In my 26 years
working for the City of St.
Petersburg, countless individuals have held steadfastly to that idea. I am sad
to say that Mayor Rick
Kriseman has proven to
me that he is not one of
them.
When faced with the
imminent threat of Hurricane Irma, Mayor Kriseman demonstrated a
disregard for the safety of
his citizens that not only
caused confusion within
his administration, it
wrongly cost me my job.
Our community has
weathered many storms,
but nothing like what we
were told to expect from
Hurricane Irma. This hurricane, we were warned repeatedly, was unlike
anything the Tampa Bay
region had ever seen.
Every day the path moved
closer to a possible direct
hit and people were frantically doing their best to
prepare in the face of
shortages of gas, water
and other essential supplies.
When the threat worsened, state officials made
the right choice and issued
evacuations for particularly

vulnerable communities –
including our own. I immediately planned how to ensure the safety of my frail
mother, who would have
been helpless against this
super storm. I had often
heard Mayor Kriseman express his values and say
how “family comes first.”
His sentiment echoed in
my thoughts as I packed
up my belongings and left
behind everything I had so
I could take my mother to
safety.
As I have since found
out, family is not as important to him as he claims.
Confusion seemed to
be the order of the day
when the city administration failed to properly prepare the community to
carry out the evacuation.
So before I left, I did my
best to notify the necessary people. I treasured
my job and fully understood its responsibilities
and I knew it was essential
for me to communicate my
intention to evacuate. But
that was not enough for
Mayor Kriseman. When
the hurricane had finished
inflicting its devastation on
our hometown, I returned
to St. Petersburg only to
learn I had been fired by
my supervisor.
What a horrible way to
learn that this is how the
Kriseman administration

Save the Manhattan Casino
Dear Editor:
I am a lifelong resident
of the 22nd Street community. I have always had the
dream of having a restaurant and lounge in my community. I am a caterer with
my own small business,
“It’s for de Soul Catering.”
I have many people in
support of my current business and have made
strides to increase my education by completing
classes with the Small
Business Administration
on 16th Street South and
finished the Entrepreneur
Academy at the Greenhouse. The classes were
focused on business strategy and planning.
I have been a self-employed vendor for more
than four years and active
with the Deuces Live Main
Street. My first vending experience was as a participant in the Feet on the
Street Festival, which was
a great success.
I began attending the
Deuces Live Main Street
Board meetings to review
the many changes that
were upcoming in my community. After approximately one year, I decided
this was a great opportunity to be a part of something where I could grow
and develop. I was eventually nominated and was
voted onto the Deuces Live
Board. I was then appointed as the Economic
Vitality Chair/Vendor Coordinator.
Upon discussing my
dream of having my own
storefront business, I
shared my views with

Chuck Egerter, a past
president and current
member of the Deuces
Board. He was supportive
and asked if I had shared
it with anyone. I told him I
had not.
He urged me to share
my ideas with Gloria
Campbell, and together
we approached her. Mrs.
Campbell’s excitement
was the greatest spark in
my ignition and I felt that
maybe one day I could
build my restaurant up and
move into the Manhattan
Casino.
As we further discussed my history, I was
advised to continue to build
my skills towards the goal
of owning a restaurant and
lounge in my community.
Chuck and Gloria both accepted the challenge to
support my efforts to open
a restaurant lounge.
Then the rumors
started. There was another
group that was going to put
a restaurant into the Manhattan
Casino.
This
sparked the evolution of
the small group focused on
my dream of opening a
restaurant lounge into a
much bigger group with
the goal of saving the Manhattan Casino.
Fred Johnson, a Clearwater Jazz Hall of Famer
and former arts administrator at the Tampa Bay Performing Arts/Straz Center,
was added to the group to
build programming for the
top part of the building.
Gordon Davis, one of
the founders of the South
Tampa restaurant district,
was brought on board be-

cause he’s a successful
restaurateur. Gordon initially came on to just help
put the proposal together,
but our association evolved
into a mentor/mentee relationship and he agreed to
mentor me for up to five
years to make sure that I
have the skills to run a
large restaurant.
This is how the Manhattan Casino Legacy Collaborative was born. Our
group knew that if we
didn’t come up with a proposal from the community,
the city could give the
Manhattan to another
group and the history and
legacy would be gone.
We formed as a nonprofit so that we could raise
the money to start the
restaurant and fund the upstairs until the restaurant
could pay its own expenses. I need your help.
Please like us on Facebook
@Manhattan
Casino
Legacy Collaborative and
while you’re there sign the
petition. Also, come down
to city hall and let them
know that you want someone who grew up on the
street to be in the Manhattan.
Shawandra Bell

Career Fair and Showcase
of Services Oct. 16

This photo was taken at last year’s Career Fair and
Showcase of Services at PTC.

does business. I lost my job
because I honored the
principle the mayor claims
to stand for – the importance of family. While communities across the state
came together to support
one another and work toward recovery, Mayor
Kriseman sat by in silence
as a dedicated public servant was cut off at the
knees because she loves
and cares for her mother.
Hurricane Irma may
have been the worst storm
we’ve seen, but it is certainly not the last. And with
so many lives at stake, the
next time a catastrophic
hurricane hits, we need a
mayor who will not make
people choose between
their safety and their jobs.
I will never again vote for
Rick Kriseman, and neither should anyone else
who loves their mother
like I do.
Tammie Henderson

ST. PETERSBURG – If
you are looking for a job,
the 2017 Career Fair and
Showcase of Services is the
place to be come Monday,
Oct. 16 from 9-3 p.m. at
Pinellas Technical College,
901 34th St. S. As always,
this event is free and open
to the public.
The Pinellas Ex-Offender Re-Entry Coalition
(PERC) in partnership with
the City of St. Petersburg
and Pinellas Technical College (PTC) will present the
21st Annual Showcase of
Services. This year’s event
also features a Community
Redevelopment
Area
(CRA) Career Fair with em-

ployers hiring on the spot!
More than 60 social
services agencies will be
there offering resources
such as educational assistance, resume help, employment
assistance,
clothing referrals, a mobile
medical unit, expungement
information, identification
assistance, the Department
of Motor Vehicles and
more!!
Pre-registration is encouraged and organizers
are still seeking employers
to participate. Both registration forms — for individual
participants and employers
— are available online
at stpete.org/CRA.

The Weekly Challenger
Home Delivery to South St. Petersburg for $50 yearly
First Class Mail Subscription Cost: $80 yearly

“It’s important that we
have many employers participate in this event, as we
focus on linking residents of
the Community Redevelopment Area with job opportunities,” said Mayor Rick
Kriseman. “I am pleased at
the progress through various programs over the last
year to help develop a
trained, qualified and ready
workforce. We want to support every opportunity
to join the sources of our
community together for
residents to be able to improve their resume, their
preparation, their confidence and find successful
employment.”

RATE
REDUCTION
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City/State/Zip: ____________________________________________________________________
Phone No:_________________________________________________________________________
Email Address: ____________________________________________________________________
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Caregivers need to decompress
Dear Editor:
My name is Tiffany
McGlorthon and I am the
president and founder of
TeQuilla’s Twin Towers
Mini-Camp. We are an approved 501 (C) (3) not-forprofit organization. We are
planning to build a resort
for special need families to
vacation. We call this project “Rest for the Restless.”
Our project is set up to
give parents and caregivers
an opportunity to decompress. We encourage stress
relievers such as bicycle
riding, tennis, basketball,
bowling, miniature golfing,
spa treatments and other
activities to take a timeout
and regroup.
My expertise comes
from being the mother of a
special needs child. There
had to be a caregiver
around the clock for my
daughter. She needed occupational therapy, physical therapy and respiratory
treatments. She had to be
given milk through feeding
tubes to keep her at an ac-

ceptable weight. I had to
turn her over every 30 minutes to keep her from getting bedsores. We spent
two to three weeks out the
month at least every other
month in the hospital, not
to mention the doctor’s appointments in other facilities such as the Shriners
Hospital.
I had no one to come
and give me relief up until
the last few months of her
life, which was nine years
after she was diagnosed in
1991. I felt overwhelmed
with the everyday stresses
of no breaks, no vacations
and no family time due to
her being isolated because
of her low immune system.
During the last few
months of her life, I suffered a major anxiety attack
from all the stress and toll
on my body. I was given a
major painkiller and muscle relaxer and therefore
was unable to care for my
daughter. Hospice was
brought in as a backup
caregiver because I had no

outside assistance.
This is why it is so important for parents and
caregivers to have the appropriate breaks to take a
decompression in order to
take further care of the
child or loved one. Although my daughter has
passed away, I know all too
well what happens when
you don’t take a break or
time out.
This leads to many
health problems and if we
are not careful we as the
caregivers are subject to
heart and anxiety attacks,
as well as other underlying
health issues we may not
be aware of. Our goal is to
stress the importance of
health to our parents and
caregivers by having
groups, seminars and
meetings. Through TeQuilla’s Twin Towers MiniCamp, we are designing
and leading projects related to health, nutrition,
relaxation and exercise,
which involve thousands of
families.

Currently, our group is
planning a project to promote health and wellness
for the parents and caregivers. We expect to accomplish our goals by
teaching the parents and
caregivers the importance
of decompression or time
out.
We would like to invite
businesses to be a part of
our efforts by cause partnering to help parents and
caregivers have a spa day
out. This would include
nails, massage and hair
treatments. We are looking
to do the event on Oct. 22.
We’re expecting 50 parents
and 50 children with special needs to participate in
our project deemed “Rest
for the Restless,” which will
be a model for other entities.
We have a plan to publicize this project as we proceed and will be happy to
recognize your businesses
contribution in our promotional materials and in later
reports on the project in

(By Invitation Only)
Please Contact Tiffany @ 407-549-6004
1450 16th St. N., St. Petersburg
More Nurses, Physicians & Gift Baskets for
Raffle͛s are NEEDED Please.
our newsletter, on our website and through other
communications to the
public.
Tiffany McGlorthon
President/ Founder
TeQuilla’s Twin Towers

Mini-Camp, Inc.
Email: tequillatiffany@
yahoo.com or tequillastwintowerresort@gmail.com
Phone: 813-399-6083
Website: testwintowers.weebly.com

Lend a helping hand to children in need
ST. PETERSBURG —
One Church One Child
Churches in the St. Petersburg District Area Young
People’s Division (YPD) of
the African Methodist Episcopal (AME) Churches in
the West Coast Conference
opened their hearts to provide special items that
would benefit children in
the foster care system. This
event served as a recent
mission project for the YTD,
whose ages range from 2-26
years old.
The St. Petersburg District Area includes 17 AME
churches in Sarasota, Man-

atee and Pinellas counties
and is a part of the 11th
Episcopal District’s West
Coast Conference. Gilda
Williams is the YPD Director for this area and Bishop
Adam J. Richardson, Jr.
serves as the Presiding
Prelate for the West Coast
Conference.
One Church One Child
of Florida is a faith-based,
non-profit 501(C) (3) organization that partners with
the Department of Children
and Families, churches,
community-based
care
agencies, organizations and
businesses to recruit

prospective adoptive and
foster families and mentors
for the children in the foster
care system.
LaKay Fayson is the
SunCoast Region Recruitment Coordinator for One
Church One Child of Florida
and Rev. Beverly Hills Lane
serves as the President of
the State Board of Directors.
They both are also members
of the African Methodist
Episcopal Church.
The items included
books,
bibles,
toothbrushes, toothpaste, pajamas, combs and brushes
and were delivered to Kelly

Rossi, director for Eckerd
Raising Hope, which is a
privately funded program
of Eckerd Kids and provides emergency basic
need items to children in
the foster care system.
They serve foster children
in Pinellas, Pasco and Hillsborough Counties.
If you would like to
adopt, become a foster parent, mentor, partner or volunteer, please contact LaKay
Fayson at (813) 740-0210 or
lakay_fayson@ococfl.org.
The website for One Church
One Child of Florida is
www.ococfl.org.

If you’ve been affected
by Hurricane Irma,
Wells Fargo can help.
We are offering relief for Wells Fargo customers by:
• Reversing certain fees—such as late fees—for our lending products, including credit
cards, auto loans, personal loans, and lines of credit.
• Waiving Wells Fargo fees for customers using non-Wells Fargo ATMs.
• For Credit Card customers, providing payment relief and suppressing any negative
credit bureau reporting for 90 days.
For Wells Fargo Auto Loan customers, Mortgage and Home Equity customers, and
Retail Small Business customers, we are providing additional relief support like
payment relief and waiving late fees.
Visit wellsfargo.com/relief to get more details.
If you need any kind of assistance, call us at 1-800-TO-WELLS (1-800-869-3557)
24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

© 2017 Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. All rights reserved. Member FDIC.
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Gladiators past and present celebrate Homecoming pageantry
BY ALLEN A. BUCHANAN
Staff Writer

ST. PETERSBURG –
Gibbs alumni classes
kicked off the evening’s
events at Gibbs High
School’s annual Home
Coming game with a tailgate party. Alumni from the
class of 1952 to the class of
2017 showed up to display
their Gladiator pride, which
spilled out onto the football
field where the blue and
gold reigned 28-14.
Several alumni spoke
about the powerful connection of the blue and gold
that have kept them coming
back year after year to share
their life stories through the
years.
“The Gibbs Class of ’63
was the first class to graduate from the new Gibbs,”
Bob Perry said proudly
about his class.
“We had great teachers.
Corrine Young [taught] algebra. Mr. [Emmanuel]
Stewart was the principal.
Alvin Benton was the vice
principal and Charlie
Williams was the great
French/ Spanish teacher,”
he said.

Perry said the alumni
works hard to raise money
for deserving students each
year.
“One of the most precious gifts we’ve given is
scholarships so the young
people can go on to college.”
Six months after Perry’s
graduation, his class would
see the first of several
heinous political assassinations in the United States
starting with John F.
Kennedy on November 22,
1963.
Melvin H. Williams,
class of ’65, was a sophomore when Perry graduated. He experienced the
same drive from his teachers for academic excellence
and camaraderie.
“We had quite a big
group at that time to migrate out to St. Pete Junior
College and truly integrate
that school.”
Williams talked about
the scholarships given out
yearly, how the alumni help
feed the football team, how
they have raised money to
buy radios so the team can
communicate while on the
field and how they’ve do-

nated enough money to
send business students off
to compete at statewide
events.
“It is our honor to do so
and give back to our community,” said Williams.
Gibbs was a home away
from home for Shirley
Smith, class of 1963. “We
were a close-knit and fun
group of people.”
To Smith, the folks at
Gibbs were her extended
family.
“I loved school so much
I’d go sick. School was fun
for me. I had the greatest
teachers, the best administrators. I had many mentors
and because of them I was
able to have a successful
life.”
Smith passed the test to
enter the Air Force but her
parents wouldn’t let her go.
Not wanting to be a domestic worker, she knew she
needed higher education.
She ended up getting a twoyear scholarship to the junior college and worked at
Allstate Insurance for some
30 years.
Lolita Brown, class of
‘66, graduated the year after
the assassination of Mal-

colm X. She highlighted just
how close the teachers
were to the students and
their parents.
“Our teachers lived in
the same community as us,
and so they could tell your
momma in a hot minute:
‘Hey, they not doin’ right in
school’ or they could tell
your dad ‘OK you need to
tighten up, he’s acting
crazy!’”
Brown went to college
outside of Florida and lived
in several cities before moving back home to work in
her brother’s real estate
business. She eventually
began her career as a college counselor at St. Petersburg Junior College for 26
years.
Current
Principal
Reuben Hepburn announced that Liberty
Church is now partnering
with the school. They will
have church on the campus
every Sunday morning and
in turn, will provide school
supplies for the students.
“They’ve
purchased
new equipment for our students and they’re making
sure our students have the
best educational experience

possible right here at Gibbs
High School,” said Hepburn.
One by one, a caravan of
black Mercedes with the
Homecoming participants on
display started their engines
and slowly drove onto the
field. The band, cheerleaders
and students joined up with
the alumni midway in the
parking lot and marched together into the field.
The atmosphere was
electric as the alumni, parents and well-wishers filled
the stands. Although Boca
Ciega threatened to score in
the first quarter, they did
not make it into the in-zone
until the final quarter of the
game.
At the end of the first
half, the crowd really
soaked in the pageantry of
the Homecoming Court as
each couple with arms
locked marched under an
arch of raised swords.
Principal Hepburn and
Dr. Cody L. Clark crowned
the winners: Destiny McCullum, the 2017 Homecoming
Queen
and
Anthony Harrell, the 2017
Homecoming King.
The 28-14 victory was

the first win for the Gladiators this season making
them 1-4. The coaches, as
well as the players, are hoping that they have found
their formula for future success.
Athletic Director Mike
Machado praised two students for their hard work
both on and off the field:
Freshman No. 6 Josh McCrea and senior No. 50
Christopher Keith. He
praised both students for
their contributions to the
team and for performing
well academically.
Machado mentioned
that Keith, who is also captain of the team, has a 3.6
grade point average and is
being looked at by the University of Miami.
Every year, Gibbs’
Homecoming ceremonies
bring together the past and
the present. Celebrating 90
years of Gladiator pride, it
remains to be seen if the ardent alumni spirit will continue with those who
graduated after the era of
school segregation.
To reach Allen Buchanan,
email abuchanan@theweeklychallenger.com
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Adult volunteers needed
at St. Anthony’s Hospital
ST.
PETERSBURG
– Delivering flowers, helping
in the gift shop or even baking fresh cookies for families
and visitors, these are just
some of the ways volunteers
lend a hand at St. Anthony’s
Hospital.
Learn more about the
way volunteers make a positive difference in the lives of
patients and visitors at the St.
Anthony’s Volunteer Recruitment Fair happening at
10:30 a.m. on Tuesday, Oct.
24 in Classroom D in the Education Center at the hospital, 1200 Seventh Ave. N, St.
Petersburg.
Volunteers enrich the
lives of patients and families
by generously donating
their time and services.
Among the volunteer opportunities available are:
• Assistance for visitors
at information desks
• Hospital guides to help
visitors find their destinations
• Retail support in the
hospital gift shop
• Assistance for team
members in patient-care
areas
• Delivering items to patient rooms
Adults are needed for all
shifts on weekdays and
weekends. Last year, the volunteers recorded 33,060

hours while helping in 44 different units and departments at St. Anthony’s.
During the recruitment
event, the Volunteer Resources team will provide information on specific
departments and units that
need assistance. There also
will be information on the
hospital’s Auxiliary program.
Refreshments will be
served. For more information, please contact Volunteer Resources at (727)
825-1548. You can also visit
the volunteer website at BayCare.org/SAH/Volunteers.
About St. Anthony’s
Hospital
St. Anthony’s Hospital is
a 393-bed hospital founded
in 1931 as a ministry of the
Franciscan Sisters of Allegany. St. Anthony’s has a
rich history dedicated to improving the health of the
community by providing

high quality, innovative and
compassionate care. For
more information on St. Anthony’s, call (727) 9536993
or
go
to www.BayCare.org/SAH
About BayCare
BayCare is a leading notfor-profit health care system
that connects individuals
and families to a wide range
of services at 14 hospitals
and hundreds of other convenient locations throughout
the Tampa Bay and central
Florida regions. Inpatient
and outpatient services include acute care, primary
care, imaging, laboratory,
behavioral health, home
care, and wellness. Our mission is to improve the health
of all we serve through community-owned, health care
services that set the standard for high-quality, compassionate care. For more
information visit www.BayCare.org.

In memory of
Bishop Samuel Butler Sr. and
Elder Loretta Maggie Butler

SOUL ON THE DEUCES MUSICAL LINE UP
5:30 – 5:50 – Dunde Dule African Ballet
6:00 – 6:20 – Jordon Bolds
6:30 – 7:00 – Mighty Sons of Zion – Florida Spiritualairs
LIGHTING OF THE UNDERPASS
7:15 – 7:45 – DJ CHILL
8 - 8:45 – BLENDED WINDS
9-10 – HEADLINER – Shevonne Philidor
MC – DJ Chill

Missing you both Mom and Dad.
If life could have been a little longer.
You both are truly missed.
Words can’t express how
you both have touched my life.
You guys will never be forgotten.
Love you,
Debbie, Linda, Kathy,
Ricky, Paul, Jackie,
Larry, The Russell Family, Childs,
Ross Family, Armistad and Mims

BUSINESS DIRECTORY
Deannie K’s Beauty Salon B. Brinson Insurance Agency
Beauty is more
than skin deep.
Call TODAY for an appointment

Phone: 727-894-1734
2500 9th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33705

BE SURE TO
CHECK OUT
OUR ‘WEBSITE!

Auto, Life, Health and Home Owners
brinsoninsagy@yahoo.com
Bennie Brinson
1830 49th St. So.
St. Petersburg, FL 33707
Tel: 727-328-9878
Cell: 727-215-3048
Fax: 727-328-9545

LOOK NO FURTHER
FOR CHURCH SUPPLIES
Communion Items • Choir Robes
Bulletins • Bibles • Sunday School books
Gospel CDs / DVDs and so much more

Reader’s Choice Book & Gift Store
4341 34th St. S., St. Petersburg
(Next to Skyway Mall)

TheWeeklyChallenger.com

(727) 867-3696
Open: Mon. - Sat. 10 am - 6:30 pm

HOMEOWNERS
INSURANCE

Cancelled or Non-Renewed??

WE CAN HELP!!!

727-393-4617

Larry Eugene Walker • Insurance
Great Automobile Rates • Over 20 Years of Experience
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Operation Float
BY DEXTER MCCREE
Feature Writer

ST. PETERSBURG —
Operation Float started as a
small group of five people
assisting the community of
Orlando after the Pulse
nightclub shooting. The
group included Cici Danielson, Jess Smith, Mick Ferrari, Jen Volpe and Michael
DaCosta. They went at it
again in the beginning of
Sept. as a Hurricane Harvey relief coalition and this
time joined forces with
Awakening Wellness, Love
Life International Ministries and the Everyday
Hero Project.
A truck with supplies
was sent to Houston for
Stage 1 recovery on Sept.
5. No one expected Harvey
to be the first of a series of
deadly storms. At that
time, you’d be hard-pressed
to find anyone that hadn’t
heard of or was personally
affected by the devastation
of Harvey in Houston. As
Floridians, we know the
pain of weather-related
tragedy, thus the need for
Operation Float.
Operation Float is a
grassroots collaboration endeavoring to provide hope,
faith and a smile to the victims of disasters.
For the Houston relief
effort, it was personal for
Danielson. She once lived
near the Houston area with
her family. Her father became ill and eventually
died. As the breadwinner of
the family, they were left in
dire straits.
For nearly a year, the
community came to their

W W W

rescue and graciously provided for her mother and
family. She never forgot the
gesture.
Danielson along with
her business partner Smith
reached out to DaCosta,
who works at Awakening
Wellness Center.
She
poured out her desire to fulfill a lifetime mandate to
help people in need. DaCosta was immediately on
board and started thinking
of organizations they could
connect with.
He immediately called
his friend and radio show
co-host of “The Perfect
Blend” morning show,
Apostle Wanda Jones of
Love Life International
Ministries. He shared the
vision, and without much
persuasion, she jumped
into action. They began a
donation drive canvassing
small businesses and compassionate individuals in
the community to partner
with this heartfelt mission.
The response was amazing!
“I believe in connectivity and helping others. I felt
the need to be reactionary
rather than be on the sidelines and talk about helping,” said DaCosta. “It’s
time to rise!”
Soon, many businesses
including the Every Day
Hero Project, a non-profit
organization, were on
board. Executive Director
Catalina Farrington enthusiastically got involved. The
initial thought was that the
items collected would be
driven to Houston by
Danielson and Smith in a UHaul truck. Then came an
answered prayer, a call
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from Pinellas Technical
College.
Director Bo Norwood
and Carl Lavender, Office
Workforce
Innovations
manager, met with the
group, offered to provide
two semi-trucks with CDL
licensed drivers to transport supplies to Houston
and provide a drop-off location at Pinellas Technical
College.
Little did they know,
those trucks heading for
Houston would also be
routed to cities in Florida.
Shortly after Hurricane
Harvey brought devastation to Texas, Hurricane
Irma landed a devastating
blow to Florida, including
Key West and the MiamiDade County. Soon after,
Hurricane Maria annihilated Puerto Rico.
Like the residence of
Houston, people in Florida
were faced with power outages, damaged homes and
short on daily living supplies. Operation Float is
now answering the call.
The need hasn’t shifted; it
simply has an expanded its
territory.
Unbelievable resources
began to pour in and Operation Float went into motion. More individuals and
business owners joined the
effort.
“I’m passionate about
helping because when you
offer help, it comes back to
you ten-fold,” said Chantal
Baldowski, co-owner of
Clean-o-logy. “I remember
when my family relocated
to Illinois and had nothing
and a local school helped us
tremendously. I will never

E E K L Y

forget that, so I pay it forward.”
More partners have
committed to helping the
people affected by Hurricanes Harvey (Houston),
Irma (Florida & Virgin Islands) and Maria (Puerto
Rico & Virgin Islands).
There is a statewide community effort to help
Florida! Businesses, colleges,
organizations,
churches and residents
have come together to assist our fellow Americans!
Operation Float has coordinated and grown with
community partners to
demonstrate
#FloridaStrong and is currently serving
communities
in
Clearwater, St. Petersburg,
Naples and Everglades
City. The list is growing.
The disbursement leadership team is comprised of
the Coalition of Immokalee
Workers, www.EvergladesGallery.com (Miami), Unitarian
Universalist
Congregation of Greater
Naples,
www.LisetteMorales.com
(Naples),
Women’s March Florida
(statewide), LP Collective
(statewide)
Awakening
Wellness
(St.
Pete)
and Everyday Hero Project, www.EverydayHeroProject (Hawaii-Haiti).
There is a great need
for donations of water,
bleach, cleaning supplies,
lumber, plywood, hygiene
and sanitary supplies. To
donate to Operation Float,
contact Michael DaCosta at
(727) 804-2660.
To reach Dexter McCree,
email dmccree@theweeklychallenger.com
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STEAMakers
OPEN HOUSE

Showcasing Innovation in
Early Childhood at Shorecrest

Join us for a morning of hands-on
STEAM learning activities for children
2 years old through 4th grade.
Explore our classrooms
Engage with our experiential curriculum
Excite your child’s love of learning!
Admissions information and campus tours
available at the event.

HOME LOANS

HANDCRAFTED
F O R YO U R L I F E .
Finding the right mortgage is key to getting in your new home
faster. Our local bankers are here to help with expert service, fast

For more info and to register visit
more.shorecrest.org/OpenHouse17
or call 727-522-2111

When
Where

approvals and great rates. Contact USAmeriBank to discuss
how our handcrafted mortgage solutions can work for you.

Saturday, October 14 | 10am-1pm

Shorecrest Preparatory School
5101 1st St. NE, St. Petersburg, FL 33703

usameribank.com | 1-844-935-3631
NMLS ID 456668 | Member FDIC |
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Kappa League Male
Leadership Program
BY KARIN DAVISTHOMPSON
Staff Writer

ST. PETERSBURG —
Demetrius Lowe says if you
want to find an organization
that really cares about
African-American males and
their futures, you should
look no further than the
Kappa Alpha Psi’s Kappa
League Male Leadership
Program. Lowe, now a junior at Florida A&M University joined the St. Pete
chapter of the leadership
group when he was in the
seventh grade.
He said the organization,
which is geared to mentoring young men, gave him
people to look up to and
taught him about responsibility and how to excel - even
at things you don’t really
want to do.
“It was a chance to see a
positive role model that
looks like me and is doing
the right thing,” Lowe said.
Kappa League is a part
of the Kappa Alpha Psi’s
Guide Right program and
began nearly 10 years ago
with a group of students at
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Lakewood High School.
LaShante Keys, Guide
Right director for the St. Petersburg Chapter, informed
that young men all over
Pinellas County can join.
“We take youth from
sixth through twelfth
grades,” he stated. “We do
not require a [certain] income or a certain GPA.”
Keys said the program’s
primary purpose is to help
the youth become better citizens and members of the
community.
“Our alumni are college
graduates, pastors, entrepreneurs and in the military,” Keys said, noting that
one of the most interesting
things about the program is
that most participants did
not want to join at first.
However, over time and
with the support of their
families and members of the
community, they were able
to find the value in the program.
“We are committed to
that child in the good times
and bad times,” he averred.
Current chapter president Christopher Washing-
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ton said he can certainly relate to how many new participants might feel. Each
year, the group allows at
least two elementary school
students to join and in
Washington’s fourth-grade
year, he received one of
those slots.
“I didn’t want to attend
the meeting at first,” he said,
“but my mom encouraged
me to go and after a while, I
really began to like it.
Washington, now a high
school senior, said the family atmosphere and true
friendship is what he likes
most.
“The brotherhood behind it and the leadership
skills you develop are the
main things I enjoy,” he said.
After high school,
Washington said he wants
to attend college, major in
biology then pursue a career as a biomedical engineer or plastic surgeon.
Charles Montona, an
advisor with Kappa League
for the past two years, has
two sons in the program.
He said the best part of the
group is watching past par-

E E K L Y

A DAY ON,
NOT A DAY OFF
Monday, Jan. 15, 2018

Apply online for an award to
fund your service project by
Nov. 3, 2017 by 11:59 pm

www.spcollege.edu/MLKService
.
.

jones.shameka@spcollege.edu

Check out our website
website for
foor places
places you
you can
can volunteer.
volunteer.
w
www.spcollege.edu/MLKService
ww.spcollege.edu/MLKService

727-341-4601 or 727-341-4602

St. Petersburg College is an Equal Access/Equal Opportunity institution. 14-5111-10

ticipants come back as junior advisors.
“The way they still want
to give back, it’s just awesome,” he said.

C

Terry Lipsey Scott, chair
of the Carter G. Woodson
African American History
Museum’s executive board,
is a strong advocate for the
program and allows the
chapter meetings to convene at the museum.
Lipsey Scott said she
believes the organization is
one of the best programs
for young African-American
males in Pinellas County.
“They do an extraordinary job preparing these
young men for the next
phase of their lives,” she
said. “And it’s a great way
for the museum to engage
young black males in the
community.”

H A L L E N G E R

.

She appreciates the fact
that the organization doesn’t
impose a deadline for joining and will take young men
whenever they are ready to
accept the challenge of
Kappa League membership.
Currently, there are 25
young men participating in
the program. Along with the
mentoring piece, they attend various seminars as
well as participate in community service projects
such as delivering Thanksgiving baskets and adopting
a block to keep clean.
If you are interested in
learning more about Kappa
League, contact KappaLeagueSP@gmail.com

C O M
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COMMUNITY NEWS
Blatant disrespect and disregard
Dear Editor:
During the beginning of
this election cycle, I was immersed in my own fight for
St. Petersburg City Council
District 6, but once the outcome wasn’t favorable I immediately reverted back to
my role as president of the
St. Petersburg Branch
NAACP and immediately
began to address the fact that
the City of St. Petersburg
was immersed in a hotly contested mayor’s race.
As opposed to hosting a
candidate forum that would
have limited our ability to
engage the candidates and
the interruption of Hurricane Irma, the NAACP’s executive committee opted for
a dialogue during their October meeting with both
mayoral candidates regarding issues of importance to
the NAACP and the community as a whole. Both
candidates were provided
with the questions ahead of
the scheduled meeting.
Nothing earth shattering, so we thought. The
process involved sending
both camps an invitation on
the same date. The Baker
camp acknowledged the invitation and accepted the invite. Rick Baker himself
called and confirmed location and time.
The Kriseman camp did
not acknowledge the invitation. Even though I personally sent the invites, I also
sent back up invitations to
School Board member
Rene Flowers in the Kriseman camp and to Nick
Hansen in the Baker camp
in the event the invitations
were missed through their
barrage of campaign communications.
In spite of the attempts
to ensure the invitation was
communicated to the Kriseman camp, they never acknowledged it. As a result, I
reached out to the Baker

camp and offered to extend
his time with the executive
committee. Imagine my surprise while conducting the
meeting and Kriseman
walks in with two AfricanAmerican members of his
campaign in tow at the time
that we invited Baker.
Mayor
Kriseman
walked in quite confidently
and announced he only had
15 minutes. While this was
not the first time this type of
dismissive and disrespectful
behavior had been shown
toward me and the NAACP,
I was still caught completely
off guard, as well as members of the executive committee.
As opposed to Kriseman’s camp taking responsibility for their candidate’s
failure to communicate attendance, his supporters
took to social media responding to my account of
the incident and accused me
of endorsing Baker, alleged
the meeting was a set up because we wanted to discuss
the Manhattan Casino and
the comprehensive planning process for south St.
Petersburg.
I got accused of stealing
money from Happy Workers and tearing the organization up. One supporter even
offered up the fact that because Kriseman came for 15
minutes that was sufficient
enough time. Baker remained for an hour and a
half and while shocked by
what was playing out, he
didn’t comment about the
mayor and his team’s disrespectful behavior.
The failure of Kriseman’s campaign team to accept responsibility for their
failure to communicate and
then attacked me and the
NAACP sparked me to
chronicle both my experience with the administration
in both my role as the president of St. Petersburg

Branch NAACP and in my
role as chairwoman of
Happy Workers.
• Last month, Hurricane Irma took our community by a storm. The FSC
NAACP placed a call out to
all branches placing them
on notice regarding the implementation of disaster relief strategies. Recognizing
that we needed to access
support that could respond
quickly, I reached out to
Rick Baker requesting assistance with setting up a temporary relief center. Baker
contacted me within two
hours and advised we could
be set up at his employer’s
building by 6 p.m. Within
three days, 600 people had
the opportunity to utilize
computers to register for
FEMA aid and 1,300 people
were fed. Imagine my surprise to be notified that
Kriseman surrogate Rene
Flowers posted a notice on
Facebook implying what we
were doing was not legitimate.
• In June, the NAACP
hosted its 2017 Freedom
Fund Celebration. While we
did receive the support of
the St. Petersburg Police
Department, the City St. Petersburg administration quietly went on Facebook and
purchased a table. The
mayor’s staff acknowledged
his attendance…this was
great. Two days after the
Freedom fund, one of his
supporters advised that I
owed the mayor an apology
because I offended him in
my remarks about the support of small African-American owned businesses.
Recognizing that was not
the intent, I did not hesitate
to make phone calls and to
send emails offering an apology and my attempt to clarify the context of my
comments. Neither the
mayor nor any of his staff acknowledged the apology via

return email or return
phone call.
• Susan McGrath DEC
put on social media that the
NAACP created IRS violations, who knows for what,
but that is her post.
• While in the capacity
of Happy Worker’s chairwoman, we reached out to
the City of St. Petersburg to
support Happy Workers
85th Birthday Celebration.
After months of follow-up
and follow through, the city
provided Happy Workers
with 12 tables and 100
chairs. They confirmed their
support staff attendance if
memory serves me it was
the deputy mayor’s administrative support staff who
would attend representing
the City of St. Petersburg.
• While in my capacity
as chairwoman of Happy
Workers, I reached out to
the city for support as a result of the challenges facing
Happy Workers in regard to
licensing violation issues. As
opposed to dealing directly
with me, city staff chose to
work with Rick Davis, a
Head Start employee.
They were willing to
fund Head Start to provide
technical assistance that if
provided it would have simply been a waste of money
and Happy Workers would
have closed. To ensure that
Happy Workers survived, I
ultimately made a recommendation to our board that
we transfer management/
ownership to the ‘R Club not
because we didn’t have the
capacity to manage our own
but it was clear that the
Kriseman administration
simply did not want to deal
with a competent black
woman.
The moment Happy
Workers was turned over to
‘R Club and they were dealing with a white male, the
entire support for Happy
Workers changed. R’Club

has worked hard to address
the same issues that the
board of black people was
preparing to address.
• During the mayor’s
first budget cycle and
through the development of
the Southside CRA, I attended several meetings to
advocate for the city’s support of independently
owned early childhood education centers and homes.
While the city began to support the effort, they consistently worked around Maria
Scruggs, the black person,
to provide funding to traditional white ran organizations like USF/St. Pete, who
had to ultimately turn to me
after recognizing the challenges in executing something I proposed.
• Since the NAACP’s reorganization, we have
hosted two Emancipation
Proclamation services and
an installation service, the
City of St. Petersburg has
been invited to them all but
has failed to acknowledge
the invitations.
• The NAACP filed a
formal complaint with the
SPPD in May 2016 as a result of funds being taken
from the account in excess
of $11,000 by members of
the previous administration.
It has been almost 1-1/2
years since we filed that
complaint. While we have
attempted to be patient, it appears the investigation has
been intentionally stalled.
• To add insult to injury,
in response to the Tampa
Bay Times’ question, the
mayor was asked about his
intentions for Midtown…his
response equated to in
essence that we have a lot of
work to do. The mayor
didn’t bother to expound on
any specifics.
When Mayor Kriseman
appointed Kanika Tomalin
as deputy mayor and Nikki
Gaskin-Capehart as direc-

tor of Urban Affairs, I personally hoped that this was
a sign of a turning point in
city hall. I personally celebrated these appointments
and looked forward to progressive and meaningful
work in the African-American community.
Mayor Krisesman’s policy decisions and practices
in regard to the Southside
CRA, the city’s dependency
of the agenda 20/20 Plan as
a legitimate poverty reduction strategy, the Not My
Son Campaign, the State of
Urban Affairs address, the
creation of a joint parent
teacher association, Manhattan Casino, the parcel of
land farmed off on 26th
Street South, his Sunday
dinners, his march down
central in protest of the
senseless deaths of young
black men and boys have all
lacked substance and have
merely served as politically
expedient topped with a blatant disrespect and disregard for any substantive and
meaningful work in the
black community.
The St. Petersburg
Branch NAACP is a nonpartisan organization. We
are bold in our advocacy for
social and economic justice
for minority people. We can’t
and will not give any elected
official a pass in regards to
their treatment of the
African-American community or any other minority
group of people.
Maria L. Scruggs,
St. Petersburg Branch
NAACP
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COMMUNITY NEWS
New Deal moving forward
DEAL , from front page

into four groups with each
one tackling the four
points. A note taker in each
group took fastidious notes
and those comments will
be shared with the community.
“We’re going to print it
up and take it out as a campaign,” said Muhammad.
“You know everybody’s got
their campaign lit; well,
The New Deal for St. Pete
is our campaign.”
On the affordable housing point of progress, Larry
Newsome from the Sunshine City Renaissance
group suggests utilizing
funds from the Community
Redevelopment Area (CRA).
Although the CRA has affordable housing dollars allocated, they are minuscule.
Winnie Foster brought
up the village concept in
which affordable housing is
built around different demographics such as seniors or
families with common dining areas and small shops.
She feels it has potential and
should be discussed.
On the point of more
educational opportunities,
City Council Member Darden Rice said a conversation with the city, the
School Board, big business

and learning institutions
such as PTC, St. Petersburg College and the University of South Florida
needs to take place.
Rice feels these institutions need to offer courses
that will train students to be
ready for the workforce as
soon as they graduate by
marrying people with the
skill sets employers need.
Ameta Bowers thinks
the city needs more summer programs for children
to help them acquire skills
that will help them obtain
jobs in the future.
Kevin Jackson is a proponent of hiring halls,
which are organizations,
usually under the auspices
of a labor union that has the
responsibility of furnishing
new recruits for employers
who have a collective bargaining agreement with
the union.
Sade Reed explained that
as a teenager her parents
taught her skills that enabled
her to interact effectively and
harmoniously with other
people, but acknowledges
not enough young adults
have that opportunity.
Gloria Campbell chimed
in saying that teaching our
children “soft skills” such as

how to communicate with
their boss and coworkers
and how to think critically is
something that can be
taught outside of school and
the home.
She suggested programs be conducted in
community centers, union
halls, church, before and
after school programs and
even at athletic and cheerleading practices.
“To me, we need to get
with the city and discuss
how to make that work,”
said Campbell. “We don’t
have to rely on public
schools.”
On building community wealth, the subject of
cooperatives was moved to
the forefront.
Chuck Terzian mentioned worker co-ops
where workers own part of
the business. They hire
and decided who will manage the group. He said it
changes the dynamic of the
workplace when everyone
is invested.
Terzian also mentioned
living co-ops where people
live together and share resources. Some of these coops participate in group
meals once a week, share
groceries and buy in bulk.

He cited one such model in
Chicago that goes for $500
a month including food and
is in a great neighborhood.
Dick Pierce wants to
encourage new and local
businesses with assistance
and training through organizations such as the St.
Pete Greenhouse, the Ice
House program and the
Tampa Bay Black Business
Investment Corporation.
However, Faye Watson
said she has spoken with
individuals who do not
have the correct licensees
or even pay taxes. These
folks will not feel comfortable going to a city entity
for assistance.
“Until we begin to look
at the dynamics of how people think, we cannot reach
them,” said Watson. “When
they run their business
under the shade tree or in
secret, they have fear that
disclosing information that
will get them in trouble.”
Her idea is to create a
vision center funded by
community
resources
where people can be
trained and also feel comfortable learning how to
make their underground
business legitimate.
When discussing what

a livable wage looks like,
Delphine Brown said $15
an hour is not it. She holds
that if a person on assistance starts to make $15 an
hour, all of their resources
will be cut off such as subsidized housing and childcare, food stamps and
healthcare.
“So this raise I got is
being eaten up by the loss
of other resources,” said
Brown, who feels minimum wage should be
raised to $20 an hour with
an average of $25. “Childcare in itself is eating paychecks. People are paying
$10,000 to $12,000 a year
on childcare.”
Leroy Howard agreed
that $15 isn’t a livable wage,
but feels youths will not aspire to higher education
when they could get a job
at McDonald’s paying the
same as many college graduates living in Florida.
Janet Michelle said it’s
the city’s responsibility to
bring in employers that pay
livable wages. She feels city
officials should be out actively recruiting companies
that can come in and pay a
decent wage so that residents don’t have to commute to other cities such as

Tampa or Orlando.
So what about the mom
and pop businesses?
Recognizing that a minimum wage of $15 an hour
could take a small business
out of contention in terms
of affordability, Attorney
Michelle Ligion suggests
the city needs to be more
specific about the minimum wage when recruiting companies into the
market.
“Use it as an incentive,”
Ligion said, stating that an
affidavit should be signed
to the effect that the companies would agree to the
published wage if they receive, for example, an offset on taxes for two years.
Ligion said the two
companies brought in to
the 22nd Street Corridor
were brought in based on a
promise to hire people
from the area, but the living
wage piece was not added.
Muhammad wrapped
up the session and collected the notes from each
group.
“The solution is simple
but the work is hard,” he
said but insists that the
community is not as far
apart in thought as many
may think.

REEVES BUILDING, PLUMBING
& ROOFING CONTRACTOR
Over 37 Years in Tampa Bay

Specializing In:
Painting • Drywall • Flooring • Plumbing • Windows
Roofing • Soffit & Fascia Cabinets • Kitchen & Bath
Garage & Porch Rehabilitation • Custom Home Remodeling
Approved Rehabilitation Contractor for: City of Tampa, Hillsborough County,
City of St. Petersburg, Pinellas County and Polk County

Call MICHAEL REEVES - Phone/Fax 813-238-6197
Email: reevesbuilding@verizon.net • www.ReevesBuilding.com
Licenses:

CFC025588

CCC1326860

CBC1251478
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CHURCH DIRECTORY
First Baptist Institutional Church

955 20th Street South • St. Petersburg, FL 33712

(727) 894-4311
Email: info@mzprogressive.org
Website: www.mzprogressive.org

3144 Third Avenue South,
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone: 727-323-7518

Sunday Worship Services............................7:45 a.m. & 10:00 a.m.
Sunday School...................................................................9:00 a.m.
Wednesday Mid-Day Bible Study .......................Noon - 12:30 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer Service ...............................................6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Bible Study ....................................................6:30 p.m.
Youth Chapel Services - 921 20th Street South
Sunday Worship Service .................................................10:00 a.m.
Wednesday Small Group Bible Study ..............................6:30 p.m.
Rev. Louis M. Murphy Sr.
Senior Pastor

Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Praise Time 10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 10:45 a.m.

Mission Statement:

Tuesday Night Live Prayer Service & Bible Study 7 p.m.

Impact the world by equipping believers
to reach the lost with the gospel of Jesus Christ.

Come Worship With the First Baptist Family

BETHEL METROPOLITAN BAPTIST CHURCH

First Mount Zion Missionary Baptist Church

3455 - 26th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33711

Telephone (727) 327-0554 • Fax (727) 327-0240
E-mail: bchurch5@tampabay.rr.com Web site: www.bmmbc.org

1121 22nd Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

(727) 327-8708

Sunday Worship Service ....................10:15 a.m.
Sunday School .....................................9:00 a.m.

Teen Summit (Wednesday)..................7:00 p.m.

Rev. Wallace Elliott
Sr. - Pastor

Bible Study (Wednesday) ....................7:00 p.m.

“God’s House To The City”

REV. DR. WAYNE G. THOMPSON,
PASTOR

Sunday Worship Services 8:00 and 11:00 a.m.
Sunday School.............................9:30 a.m.
Prayer Meeting (Tuesday) ...........6:00 p.m.
Bible Study (Tuesday) .................7:00 p.m.
Baptist Training Union (Sunday) ..4:00 p.m.

“The Little Church Where Everybody Is Somebody”

Rev. Rickey L. Houston,
Pastor

Queen Street Church of God in Christ
Elder Willie Williamson, Pastor
First Lady, Patricia Williamson
1732 9th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
727-896-4356

SERVICES
Sunday
Sunday School – 9:30 a.m.
A. M. Service – 11 a.m.
Tuesday
Morning Prayer – 9 to 10 a.m.
Wednesday YPWW Bible Study – 7:30 p.m.

GENESIS
WORSHIP
CENTER
CHURCH

Victory Christian Center Church
3012 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Fla. 33712
(727) 321-0911
www.Victorychristiancenterchurch.org

Pastor
Claude Williams

Schedule of Services
Sunday Worship*
10:30 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Study* -7:00 p.m.
Friday Prayer -7:00 p.m.
Intercessory Prayer - 9:00 a.m.
(except Wednesdays)

Victory Christian Center is a Word of Faith Church.
For more information about the other services and
ministries at Victory Christian Center, please call (727) 321-0911.
*Nursery and Youth Services Available

BETHEL COMMUNITY
BAPTIST CHURCH
2901 - 54th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL. 33712
(727) 866-2567
SERVICES
Sunday School:
8:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship Service:
9:30 a.m.
Bible Study: Wednesdays
at 6:30 p.m.
Rev. Manuel Sykes

1601 49th Street South
Gulfport, FL 33707
727.898.5571
Sunday Worship
Pastor Michael T. and
10:30 a.m.
Elect Lady Sheila Culbreth

20th Street
Church Of Christ
Bro. Robert Smith

825 20th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Home: 896-8006

Sunday Bible Class (All Ages)
Sunday Morning Worship
Sunday Evening Worship
Ladies Bible Class Monday
Monday Evening Bible Class
Wednesday Morning Bible Class
Wednesday Evening Bible Class

..........8:30 a.m.
..........9:45 a.m.
.........6:00 p.m.
..........7:00 p.m.
..........7:00 p.m.
........10:00 a.m.

YOUR
CHURCH
AD
COULD BE
HERE!
Contact:
www.TheWeekly
Challenger.com

............7:00 p.m.

YOUR CHURCH AD COULD BE HERE
Contact: 727-896-2922
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CHURCH DIRECTORY
ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL
(727) 321-6631 • www.stmarkch.org
Schedule of Services
Church School ..................................... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ............................... 10:45 a.m.
Baptist Training Union......................... 5:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
Wednesday 7:00 p.m.

THE ROCK OF JESUS MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
SUNDAY SERVICES/WEEKLY ACTIVITIES
10:30 a.m. Worship Service
9:00 a.m. Breakfast (First Sunday only)
9:30 a.m. Sunday School (First Sunday Only)
Sunday School 9:15 a.m. / Devotion 10:15 a.m.
Praise & Worship 10:20 a.m. / Worship Services 10:30 a.m.
Saints of Prayer - Monday 12:00 noon
Weekly Bible Study - Tuesday 6:30 p.m.
Adult Choir Rehearsals - Thursday 6:30 p.m.

Van service is available by calling: (727) 327-0015

Rev. Brian K. Brown

THE ROCK OF JESUS IS LOCATED AT:
3940 – 18th AVE. S., St. Petersburg, Florida
Telephone: 727-327-0015 • Fax: 727-327-0021
Email: rojmbe@knology.net
Office Hours: Tues. & Thurs. 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Friendship Missionary Baptist Church
3300 31st St. S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 906-8300 www.fmbctheship.net
Email: fmbc3300@verizon.net

Rev. Frank W.
Peterman, Jr.
Pastor

Dr. John A. Evans, Pastor

WORSHIP EXPERIENCES

Sunday Worship .......................................................................7:45 a.m. and 10:45 a.m.
Sunday School......................................................................................................9:30 a.m.
Wednesday ..............................Noonday Wednesday in the Word and Bread of Life
7:00 p.m. Prayer and Wednesday in the Word
7:00 p.m. Youth Enrichment
Our Mission: Friendship Missionary Baptist Church is a family of believers in
Christ, reaching out to the world, preaching the gospel to the unsaved and
teaching the saved to serve by demonstrating the Love of Christ.

CHURCH NEWS
St. Mark MBC

Friendship MBC
Consider this your Official Boarding Pass. Where,
Dr. John A. Evans, Sr., Pastor/Captain and First Lady
Teresa L. Evans (have a heart
for the people), the Official
Family and Members welcome you aboard the SS
Friendship Missionary Baptist Church (The Ship), we
trust that your time with us,
first
as
an
honored
visitor/guest and if the Lord
says so, become a part of our
Church Family. We set sail
every Wednesday starting
our with our Bread of Life
Ministry at 11:00 am, followed by Wednesday in the
Word (the Learning Arm of
our church) at 12:00 noon and
again at 7:00 pm. We drop
our Anchor until Sundays,
where we set sail again with
our Early Morning Worship
Service at 7:45 am, Church
Sunday School (the Teaching
Arm of our faith) begins at
9:30 pm and finally our Mid
Morning Worship Service at
10:45 am. All are Welcomed
to use this Boarding Pass to
experience the “It;s just nice
to be nice” church. Don't sit
out church, God has Blessed
us to much, we owe Him at
least a Thank You.
“The Ship” won't sail without You! For additional information on any of the
announcements, please contact us by the following methods:
Friendship
Missionary Baptist Church,
3300 31st Street South, St. Petersburg, Florida 33712 Church Office: (727) 9068300 - E-Mail: fmbc3300@verizon.net NOW “Live
Streaming”: Visit us – Website: www.fmbctheship.net Facebook - Friendship Missionary Baptist Church and
WCBDA Website: www.expericencethecoast.com
Transporttion is available
- Call the Church at (727) 9068300 – Monday – Friday from
9:00 AM – 3:00 PM.
October at the Ship
Keep Praying and Donate

– Texas, The US Virgin Islands and remember Puerto
Rico
We, as a West Coast and
National Baptist Convention,
USA, Incorporated, affiliated
church has been ask to secure in addition to our
Prayers & Financial support:
Water, hygiene items, pampers & nonperishable items
in order to help our Brothers
and Sisters in Texas & the US
Virgin Island who has suffered such a great lost. Pastor is also asking the
Ministries Wives, Matrons,
Senior Mission & Laymen
Ministries to serve as Coordinators of this Project. However, All Departments &
Ministries are asked to start
today soliciting and securing
the aforementioned items.
Items to be shipped in the
next two (2) weeks.
Church Conference – October 13, 2017 at 7:00 pm.
ALL Officers and Members
are expected to be in attendance and on time. Don't get
information second handed,
attend and get your own information.
Saturday, October 14, 21
& 28, 2017, from 10:00 am
until 12:00 Noon, 33 Men's
Series – Men and Boys 16 and
older will begin, the Community and all Churches are invited,
encouraged
and
welcomed to attend. Registration Form will be located on
the Resource Table in the
Atrium. See Dea. Leon Dunbar to Order your Work
Book.
Sunday, October 15, 2017
at 3:00 pm – Adult Choir &
Third Sunday Ushers to
serve as we fellowship with
Pastor Troy Adams, and the
New Jerusalem Missionary
Baptist Church, 1717 18th Avenue South, St. Petersburg.
Pastor is looking forward to
seeing all members of the
Ship at this Worship Experience.
Monday, October 16, 23
& 30, 2017 at 7:00 pm – 20/40

Pastor, First Lady and First
Family Appreciation Celebration
Planning
Meeting.
Theme: Staying in the Race /
No Ways Tired, Scripture:
Act 20:23 & 24, Colors: Black,
Red & Silver. The Chairs,
Deacon Ernest & Sister Larnetta Peterson and Minister
Keith & Sister Carolyn Riggins are asking all Committee
Members to please be present and on time, we are in the
finalizing our Events.
The Bread of Life Ministry-Meals are available each
Wednesday for the Season
Saints or those in need. Please
see Sister Renetta Williams
for further clarity or call the
church office 727 906-8300
Saturday, October 28,
2017 – 20/40 Prayer Breakfast, the location and time of
this Event TBA.
Tuesday, October 31,
2017 starting at 7:00 pm, the
Youth Ministry Annual “Oh
How I Love Jesus” 2017 Table
– Treat will be held in the
Upper Room. First Lady
Teresa Evans, is requesting
and expecting all Ministries
to please prepare and decorate your table for the aforementioned. More information
was given at the Leadership
Conference that was held on
(October 9, 2017).
WEST COAST BAPTIST
DISTRICT ASSOCIATION
Second Shiloh Missionary Baptist Church, your
Host Church and Rev. Marvin
Scott, Your Host Pastor for
the upcoming Annual Session
of the West Coast Baptist District Association – November
8-11, 2017 – please contact
Sis. Terricka Bradwell –
Springhill Suites Orlando
North/Sanford, 201 North
Towne Road, Sanford, Florida
32771, (407) 995-1000. Book
under “WCBA” 20 suites
(with 1 King or 2 Queens).
Room Rate $105.00/per night
plus tax (Unless you bring
your Church Tax Exemption). Deadline to Book your
room is October 15, 2017.

Pastor’s Corner
BY REV. DR. DORAL R. PULLEY,
SPIRITUAL LEADER
Unity Temple of Truth Church

Poverty or Prosperity? Matthew 26:11
The week leading up to Jesus’ death, a
woman took an expensive oil from her precious Alabaster Box and poured it all over his
body. Being financially fit, Jesus Christ understood that this act of kindness was a necessary preparation for his crucifixion. His
disciples, operating in a consciousness of
lack, felt like this was a waste. They saw the
monetary value of the oil and the box and
thought about selling it and using the money
for other purposes.
Jesus Christ rebuked the disciples for
their poverty consciousness and celebrated
the woman for her prosperity consciousness.
He felt that her financial fitness demonstrated
by her gift was an example from which the
entire world could benefit (Matthew 26:13).

Poverty is not about how much money
we have or don’t have, but a state of mind.
Poverty is an awareness of lack and a consciousness of limitation that manifests in our
external condition. Being financially fit,
Jesus Christ explained to his disciples that
there will always be people who operate in
the erroneous idea of not having enough.
We have a choice to think thoughts of
poverty or to think thoughts of prosperity.
We decide to speak liming words such as “I’m
broke” or to speak words of abundance, “I’m
in between blessings.” As children of God, it
our decision whether to do things out of a
fear of lack or to do things in faith knowing
the truth of abundance as our birthright.

The St. Mark Missionary Baptist Church, its pastor, the Reverend Brian K.
Brown, its official staff of
Deacons and Trustees, and
the entire congregation, extends to the community at
large, its wish that there
would be an overflowing of
God’s blessings upon their
lives. St. Mark is grounded
in a Christ-centered doctrine that has as its central
core, the belief that we are a
haven of hope, help, and
healing for a lost world hungry and thirsty for the word
of God. At St. Mark, we as a
body of believers are Christians willing to work and
partner in unity, praising
God for the awesome gift of
His son, Jesus Christ.
Events for October
Oct 14 - Join us for the
“Back from Where We

Started” 86th Anniversary
Concert. Time: 6:00 p.m. at
St. Mark.
Oct 15 - 86th Anniversary Celebration Finale during the 10:45 a.m. morning
worship hour.
Oct 17 - Church Outing:
New Mt. Sinai M. B.
Church at 7:00 p.m. Celebrating the Church’s 38th
Church Anniversary.
86th Anniversary Ice
Cream Social following the
morning worship service
Oct 25-27 - Congress # 2,
Hosted by St. Mark M.B.
Church
Oct 28 - Y.A.M.S. (Young
Adult Ministry) presents its
Annual Fall Festival from
4:00 p.m.-7:00 p.m. as an alternative to Halloween.
More details to come.
Oct 29
5th Sunday Mission Emphasis and

Operation Love
Sunday school held for
both children and adults of
all ages. Sunday school
starts each Sunday morning
at 9:30 a.m. All are invited to
come out and join us.
Young Adult Ministry
(YAMS) Every Sunday: 9:30
a.m.
Mime/Praise Dance Rehearsal on Sundays: 2:004:00 p.m.
St. Mark Tutoring Program: Tutoring every Monday and Wednesday from
5:00 p.m. – 6:30 p.m.
Sunday School Teachers’ Meeting: held every
Tuesday: 7:00 p.m.
Senior Hour of Power
Bible Study: held every
Wednesday: 9:30 a.m.
Prayer Meeting and
Bible Study: every Wednesday evening: 7:00 p.m.

First Mt. Zion MBC
The First Mt. Zion Missionary Baptist Church family would like to cordially
invite you to join us as we
celebrate our next Unity Day
activities.
On Sunday, October 15
at 4:00 pm, “Great Men of
the Bible”, will feature men
from local churches in the
St. Petersburg area as they

portray characters such as
Moses, Job, Matthew, Peter,
and others.This will be a
spiritual treat that you do not
want to miss.
Sunday, October 22 during the 11:00 o’clock hour,
the final worship service will
take place. The speaker for
the occasion is the dynamic
Reverend Michael Hawkins

from St. Mark Missionary
Baptist Church. This powerful man of God will boldly
proclaim the spoken word.
Members and ministries
of the church will also be
recognized at that time.
First Mt. Zion is located
at 1121 22nd Street South.
Reverend Wallace Elliott, Sr.
is pastor.
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busy schedule to talk to the
young men.
Bullard has made an impact both in and out of the
ring as a business and family
man, motivational speaker,
youth counselor and coach.
You can find him speaking
to children in schools, visiting the elderly in assisted living
facilities
and
participating in charitable
events in his community.
Speaking off the cuff,
Bullard shared a little bit
about how his character
was developed and how he
feels character is the number one trait people need to
cultivate.
“It’s not money, it’s not
finances,” he said. “It
doesn’t matter where you
come from, it’s a matter of
having character.”
A product of rape, his
mother gave birth to him
when she was just 12 years

old. Growing up in poverty,
he was labeled a failure at a
very young age. He got into
trouble constantly and had
the reputation of being a
“bad kid.”
“I tell adults now — I almost curse them out when
I hear them call someone a
bad kid,” he said, noting
that it wasn’t until he was 12
years old that he stopped
believing he was inherently
bad when a mentor told him
there’s no such thing as a
bad kid.
Bullard had the opportunity to attend a boy’s
ranch, which he credits
with changing his life.
There he learned how to
love people from all walks of
life and had teachers and
mentor that taught him the
value of education.
When he was 17, his
mother visited him at the
ranch and revealed to him

WWE superstar Thaddeus Bullard

that his father, whom he’d
never met, was her rapist.
“All the angry I had towards my mom turned into
instant love,” said the
Tampa resident.
Bullard said one of the
passions in his life is speaking to children. He enjoys
sharing his trials and tribulations in hopes that he can
touch a child’s heart like his
was touched.
“This is one of my passions in life. These kids are
me,” said Bullard, who is
the first combat sports athlete to give a TED talk.
Bullard is heavily involved in charitable work
with various organizations
in the Tampa Bay area and
across the United States.
He’s tied to many organizations that have personal significance to him such as the
Susan G. Komen breast
cancer foundation because

Rev. Ken Irby

his grandmother died from
the disease and the Hillsborough County School
system because he’s a firm
believer in public education.
“I understand that there
is a huge divide between
the haves and have-nots and
it’s my responsibility to
bring the haves to the havenots and give them a different perspective.”
Bullard said the two
things he feels every young
black man should have are
a firm handshake and the
ability to look every person
in the eye and introduce
themselves like a man.
“Have some pride about
yourself.”
He talked about the
double standard using as
the example of Cam Newton’s loss of an endorsement deal because of a
sexist comment, “but yet we
have a president…”

“Look at the double
standard; look at the reality
of life.”
Bullard closed his
speech out with three rules
every young black man
should live by. The first was
to love and respect everyone they come in contact
with. He acknowledged that
the young men might not
like some of the people, especially if they’re racist or
sexist, “but eventually you
will earn their respect.”
The second rule is to
never say the word “can’t.”
From a biblical standpoint, he
quoted Philippians 4:13
where it says “I can do all
things through Christ.” From
a worldly sense, Bullard said
he was told his entire life
what he couldn’t do.
“I’ve done it a thousand
times greater than even I
could have imagined.”
For his final rule, he en-

Dr. Shameka Jones

couraged the young men to
always do their best. As
long as you’re doing your
best, he told the crowd,
God, your parents and
teachers will never be disappointed.
The evening ended with
the induction ceremony
where the four principals of
the Beautillion were read.
The principals, derived
from Swahili terms, were
delivered by Kelvin George
(Ubora = Excellence) Reggie Reed (Tabia = Character), Malcolm Flakes
(Ukuaji = Growth) and Rev.
Watson Haynes (Umoja =
Unity).
April 29, 2018, the beaux
will be presented to society
at the second biennial Beautillion Militaire Scholarship
Gala. The event will include
dinner and entertainment
by the beaux, including a
military-style drill.

